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Figure 1: Cavity segmentation of a specimen of the scleractinian cold-water coral Lophelia pertusa. (a) Volume rendering of CT scan.
(b) Segmented cavities. (c) Individual corallite cavities (calices) separated using hierarchical watershed on the average distance field com-
puted using the ambient occlusion algorithm. (d) Semitransparent rendering of the corallites and the individual corallite cavities.

Abstract
Many natural objects contain pores and cavities that are filled with the same material that also surrounds the object. When
such objects are imaged using, for example, computed tomography, the pores and cavities cannot be distinguished from the
surrounding material by considering gray values and texture properties of the image. In this case, morphological operations
are often used to fill the inner region. This is efficient, if the pore and cavity structures are small compared to the overall size
of the object and if the object’s shape is mainly convex. If this is not the case, the segmentation might be very difficult and may
result in a lot of noise. We propose the usage of ambient occlusion for the segmentation of pores and cavities. One nice property
of ambient occlusion is that it generates smooth scalar fields. Due to this smoothness property, a segmentation based on those
fields will result in smooth boundaries at the pore and cavity openings. This is often desired, particularly when dealing with
natural objects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.6 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Segmentation—
Pixel Classification

1. Introduction

Sedimentary rocks and biogenic materials, such as skeletons or
shells, often exhibit specific cavities, pores and pore networks. A
detailed geometric reconstruction of these void structures is a pre-
requisite for an improved rock classification and also serves for en-
hancing the understanding of porosity and permeability character-
istics. In case of shells and skeletons, such as corals (see Fig. 1),
the analysis of void structures provides important additional infor-
mation for their morphological analysis and taxonomic classifica-
tion [KSS∗08,MPORU∗14,MTBF15,FTS∗16]. To date, these com-
plex structures are commonly visualized with computed tomogra-

phy [BVS∗07, VP10, SMM∗15], but their quantitative analysis is
often hampered by the difficulty to discriminate cavities and pores
from the sample surrounding region [RAJP10, RAJP11]. Both re-
gions have in common that they consist of the same matter (mostly
air) so that in many cases their separation by gray values or texture
properties is not feasible. Furthermore, the discrimination is often
complicated by an irregular sample surface and a variable intrapore
opening to the sample surface (see Fig. 3).

For datasets in which the cavities and pores have similar or equal
values as the surrounding material, image segmentation tools like
watershed [Mey94], contour-based methods [KWT88], or methods
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Figure 2: Results of ambient occlusion algorithm with 600 rays for a rock sample (top) and a coral (bottom). (a) Gray-scale image. (b) Binary
image. The white voxels depict the foreground. Ambient occlusion was calculated on the background. (c) Ambient occlusion field. (d) Average
distance field. (e) Eigenvalue field 1 (EV1). (f) EV2. (g) EV3. The colormap goes from blue (small value) to red (large values); picture edge
length is 3.5 cm.

from discrete morse theory [RGH∗, GGL∗14, DFRS15] cannot be
used. Furthermore, if the openings of the pores to the surround-
ing are wider than the pores themselves, distance field [JBS06]
approaches [MOdSV∗97, GH99] are also not applicable. In such
cases, morphological operations [Soi13] are often used, especially,
for binary images. However, they often lead to a modification of
the original outer shape, in particular if the shape exhibits a great
irregularity or the size of the pores is large and varies strongly, thus
resulting in a lot of noise.

In this paper, we propose the usage of ambient occlusion [Mil94,
ZIK98, CM09] for separating cavity and pore structures from the
surrounding material. In molecular analysis, cavity extraction has
been widely explored [KKL∗16]. However, most of these tech-
niques exploit the fact that molecules are approximated by atom
spheres. The idea of using ambient occlusion for the distinction be-
tween inside and outside has previously been applied to molecular
data for molecular path analysis by Lindow et al. [LBH11]. We
bring this idea further into the field of pore and cavity segmenta-
tion for binary images and present ambient occlusion as a simple
and flexible method for this purpose. Fast ray traversal techniques
are exploited for the efficient computation of the ambient occlusion
field. We further enhance the idea of using ambient occlusion by
providing additional feature fields that enable an improved classi-
fication of the cavity and pore structures. To show the applicability
of the method, we present results for the segmentation of pores and
cavities within a sedimentary rock and a coral.

2. Methods

As input to our method we assume a compact image domain I =
B∪F ⊂ R3, consisting of background B and foreground F = I \
B, where I is discretized into voxels. Furthermore, we assume that
the cavities and pores to be extracted are part of B and possibly
are connected to the outside, which also belongs to B. We build
our method on top of mainly two previous works: the concept of
ambient occlusion and a fast ray traversal.

Definition of ambient occlusion – For the definition of ambient oc-
clusion, we follow the work by Correa and Ma [CM09], which not

only considers a hemisphere, as is typically done, but all directions
given by a full sphere S2. Hence, we define ambient occlusion at
position x as

AOδ(x) =
1

4π

∫
S2
(1−Vδ(x,ω))dω , (1)

where the visibility at x along direction ω is defined as

Vδ(x,ω) =

{
0 , if dδ(x,ω)< δ

1 , else
.

Here, δ is a user-defined distance threshold and dδ(x,ω) is the dis-
tance from a point x ∈ B to the closest point y ∈ F along direction
ω. We differ from the work of Correa and Ma in two respects. First,
we analyze binary images instead of scalar fields. Second, instead
of sampling the image at regular intervals along the ray, we com-
pute the ray’s first intersection with the foreground.

Ray sampling and ray voxel traversal – Since we cannot evaluate
Equation 1 analytically, we use a discrete approximation with a
finite set of N rays only. Hence, we get

AOδ(x) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(1−Vδ(x,ωi)) , ωi ∈ S2 . (2)

The quality of this approximation depends on the number N of rays
and the distribution of the ray directions. For a given N, a good
sampling of directions can be obtained from a uniform sampling of
points on S2, such as, for example, the method by Saff and Kui-
jlaars [SK97].

In order to efficiently evaluate Equation 2 for each background
voxel, we need a fast ray traversal algorithm. Two ray traversal ap-
proaches were investigated closer. First, the classical ray traversal
algorithm by Amanatides et al. [AW∗87] was implemented for both
CPU and GPU. Second, we used the CPU-based approach by Rev-
elles et al. [RUL00] that combines the Amanatides algorithm with
an octree-based approach.

Outputs of the algorithm – Our algorithm outputs several scalar
fields. The first output is the ambient occlusion (AO) field itself,
where each voxel is assigned the ambient occlusion value (Eq. 2)
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Table 1: Performance of different ray traversal algorithms measured in seconds for the data sets of Lophelia pertusa, and a rock sample.
The CPU versions were parallelized with OpenMP using different numbers of threads given in the table headings. The GPU version was
implemented using OpenCL. Hyper-threading was used for running with 32 threads.

Coral #Voxel Foreground Amanatides Octree Amanatides
in % CPU1 CPU1 GPU2

1 8 16 32h 1 8 16 32h

L. pertusa 272×150×295 1.8 6072 862 472 358 2390 437 350 259 34
Rock sample 343×229×526 28.0 1745 250 140 111 1243 223 163 123 14
1System: 16 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 @ 2.60GHz. 2Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 Ti with 3GB of RAM. h Using hyper-threading.

of the center point x of the voxel. As second field we output the
average distance (AD) of all rays to the foreground. In case the
foreground is not hit by a ray, we can either ignore the ray or use δ

as distance. In addition to these two fields, for each voxel we com-
pute the covariance matrix Σ from the intersection points of the
rays with the foreground. The eigenvalues (EV) of Σ give informa-
tion about the variance of the intersection points w.r.t. the eigen-
vectors of Σ, which are the directions of main variation of the in-
tersection points. For example, if the third eigenvalue is small, this
means that the extension of the environment around this point is
small in the direction of the third eigenvector. From the EV fields,
further features can be derived such as standard anisotropy mea-
sures [BP96, WPG∗97]. Examples for AO, AD, and the EV fields
are depicted in Figure 2.

Post processing – Background voxels that are adjacent to the
foreground often exhibit considerably larger AO values than their
neighbors, because many of the rays terminate already at their
neighbors. These higher AO values cause noise on the outside sur-
face of the object when using thresholding. In order to reduce these
effects, we allow the user to identify such voxels and set their val-
ues to the average of the values of their 6-neighborhood. In the
following, this operation will be called boundary filter.

3. Results

We tested the AO-based segmentation on CT scans of the sclerac-
tinian cold-water coral Lophelia pertusa, and a sedimentary rock
sample from La Montagna, Sicily (Figs. 1-3). For both CT scans, a
binary segmentation was generated using thresholding on the gray

values, which served as input to our algorithm. All tests were per-
formed on a system with 16 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 @
2.60GHz and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 Ti graphics card with
3 GB of RAM.

Performance – The running time of the AO algorithm depends on
several factors: the size of the scan, the percentage of foreground
voxels, the morphology of the pore and cavity space, the number of
rays used to approximate AO, and the maximal length of the rays.
In order to give a realistic estimate of the running time, we fixed
the number of rays to 250. We found that this value is sufficiently
high to produce smooth scalar fields. The parameter δ was set to the
length of the image diagonal. With these settings, the Amanatides
and octree ray traversal methods (see Sect. 2) were carried out on
the GPU and CPU with different numbers of threads. The results
are summarized in Table 1.

Cavity and Pore Segmentation – The two data sets were processed
in the same way. First, we computed the AO field, followed by a
correction of the AO values for voxels adjacent to the foreground
using the boundary filter. Then thresholding was applied on the cor-
rected AO field, where the threshold was determined interactively.
The result for the coral Lophelia pertusa is shown in Figure 1(b).
For the rock sample, Figure 3 presents the AO field together with a
threshold segmentation. In Figure 3(b), it can be observed that the
cavity segmentation at the pore openings smoothly follows the rock
curvature.

Further Analysis – The coral data set was further processed in or-
der to separate the individual corallite calices from one another, as
shown in Figures 1 and 4 by the different colors. This is particu-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Cavity segmentation of a rock sample. White denotes the foreground. (a) AO field with colormap from blue (small) to red (large).
(b) Threshold segmentation using AO field with threshold 0.84. (c) Cut through volume rendering and extracted cavities (red), highlighting
that the cavities originate from the dissolution of corals and biogenic shells. Picture width is 11 cm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Corallite calice separation for Lophelia pertusa using
hierarchical watershed on (a) the distance map, and (b) the aver-
age distance field computed with ambient occlusion. Some regions
where the separation based on the distance map failed are high-
lighted with ellipses. Coral colony diameter is 9.5 cm.

larly interesting for taxonomic classification, since the calices dif-
fer in size and shape between species and morphotypes. To achieve
this separation, we inverted the binary image of the pore space and
compute the AD field for this inverted image, where only the pores
and cavities belong to the background while the rest is foreground.
In addition, we computed the 3D Euclidean distance map of the
background. We then used hierarchical watershed on both the AD
field and the 3D distance map to separate the calices. As can be
seen in Figure 4, the separation based on the distance map (a) fails
to produce satisfactory results (see regions encircled by ellipses)
while the separation based on the AD field (b) provided a very good
segmentation.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

As computed tomography becomes increasingly available to scien-
tists, an effective cavity and pore segmentation might be of interest
to various scientific disciplines, in particular the natural sciences.
We have shown, that ambient occlusion (AO) represents a versatile
tool for the separation of pore and cavity structures from intercon-
nected surrounding regions. For the calculation of AO, we imple-
mented and tested several algorithms for fast ray traversal. On the
CPU, the octree ray traversal constitutes an improvement over the
fast Amanatides ray traversal. However, the GPU version of the
Amanatides algorithms, implemented with OpenCL, outperformed
all other implementations, even those that were parallelized on the
CPU. Thus, the natural extension to further speed-up the computa-
tion would be to test an octree ray traversal on the GPU, such as the
sparse voxel octree [LK11].

We have shown that even simple thresholding on the computed
scalar fields, especially the AO and AD fields, already allow for a
good segmentation of pores and cavities. By incorporating several
scalar fields into the segmentation process, that is, AO, AD, EV
and derived fields [BP96, WPG∗97], we expect further enhance-
ments of the results. This can be done using supervised classifi-
cation methods such as, for example, random forests [CS13]. Fur-
ther improvements in the robustness of the segmentation might be
achieved by running different methods with varying parameters and
using boosting [Sch90, SCZ08] to generate a single segmentation.

For separating the pore structures into individual corallite cal-
ices, which is a prerequisite for taxonomic classification of the
corals, we have used hierarchical watershed on the average dis-
tance field. Exploiting this feature for the separation significantly
improved the results in comparison to the standard 3D distance
map. We believe that this is due to the fact that the average dis-
tance is a statistical measure whereas the distance map only takes a
single distance.

In summary, we have shown that ambient occlusion is a simple,
easy to use, yet efficient and flexible tool that is well suited for
the segmentation and analysis of cavity and pore structures. We
believe that it is worthwhile to further investigate its capabilities,
especially by considering several derived feature descriptors that
can be computed with the help of ambient occlusion.
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